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MAKE YOUR CHOICE 
YOUR VOICE
Fab town. Urban legend. City slicker. This car may have many names. 
But there is nothing that defines the all-new ŠKODA FABIA more 
than the person driving it. Fresh, distinctive, and eager to impress, 
this car is equally at home next to the sidewalk or catwalk. Numerous 
aerodynamic details shape the car’s raring-to-go attitude while the 
bold wheels have the crowds staring at its feet. Not to mention 
a perkier engine, sharp LED lights, high-level safety systems, a host of 
connectivity features, and enough room to pack all the compliments. 

Being comfortable while being yourself has never been easier. 
The new FABIA isn’t just the do-it-all city car. It’s a classic original 
that’s been remixed to urban perfection.

That’s Simply Clever. That’s ŠKODA.



   EXTERIOR
DESIGN



STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY

With a drag coefficient starting from 
0.28, the car sets a new benchmark 

in its class. This is due both to the body 
shapes (descending roof and inclination 

of the windscreen, for example) and 
to many exterior elements whose 

job it is to reduce the air resistance. 
The special alloy wheel design, which 

comes with Aero covers, has been 
specifically adapted with this in mind.

AERO. DYNAMIC.

Dynamic beauty and aerodynamic shapes meet in the 
emotional design of the new FABIA model. This compact 
hatchback with sporty spirit refers to the ŠKODA brand’s 
sports genes while excelling in aerodynamics.
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AERODYNAMICS IN DETAIL

Some features of the car have 
been adjusted to improve the car’s 

aerodynamics – like the aero-optimised 
external side-view mirrors. Certain 

features are specifically designed to 
reduce air resistance, such as an air 

curtain that streamlines airflow around 
the front bumper and an active cooling 

air shutter, reducing the engine bay’s 
airflow to the amount necessary to 

ensure that the engine is cooled.
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PANORAMIC ROOF 

The dynamic exterior design can be 
enhanced by the optional panoramic glass 

roof, which stretches all the way from 
the windscreen to the roof spoiler.

AERO-TUNED FROM ROOF TO CHASSIS 

The extended roof spoiler and vertical finlets that border the rear window help improve the 
aerodynamics and are also essential design elements. Equally important is the equipment that 
you don’t see at first glance. The chassis covers reduce turbulence and provide a smooth path 
for the airflow under the car, which also improves the driving stability of the vehicle.
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TAIL LIGHTS 

The new FABIA features distinctive horizontally 
designed tail lights, which are available in two 

versions. The LED tail lights in the basic version 
uses LEDs for reversing and the fog light, while 

the top-end option comes with full LED tail lights.

HEADLIGHTS AND FOG LIGHTS 

The headlights with decorative crystalline elements always feature LED technology. The LED headlights in 
the basic version offer LED daytime running lights, LED dipped beam and full beam, and LED turn indicators. 
The Bi-LED headlights also include LED side lights (designed for turn lighting and supporting the dipped 
beam at lower speeds) and LED corner function. The front fog lights are located in a well-defined space in 
the lower part of the bumper. Besides their practical function, they also play a design role.
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COLOUR CONCEPT

Using the Colour Concept in black or grey, which offers 23 combinations, 
you can dress up your car in your favourite colour and give it more personality. 
The black Colour Concept version allows you to combine a black roof, external 
side-view mirror caps, and alloy wheels with a different body colour (except 
Magic Black and Energy Blue). In addition to the grey roof, mirror caps, and 
wheels, the grey Colour Concept (not available for Graphite Grey and Energy 
Blue), also comes with the front grille frame in grey.

23 COMBINATIONS 
FOR THE ONE YOU



     INTERIOR
DESIGN



VIRTUAL COCKPIT 

With its 10.25" display, the digital instrument panel (Virtual Cockpit) can offer you 
on-board computer specifications in combination with other necessary information 
for your trip, such as navigation. You can choose from five layouts (Classic view 
shown) controlled via the View button on the multifunctional steering wheel.

GETTING OUT 
IS OPTIONAL

Stepping into the car feels like stepping up in class. The new FABIA 
offers a spacious interior that features high-quality materials and unique 
possibilities in terms of design, technology and comfort. When inside, 
you'll never have to step out of your comfort zone.

AMBIENT LIGHTING

Make your space cosier and more comfortable with interior LED lights. 
They include ambient lighting running along the dashboard (that can be 

switched between white and red), and the centre console lighting, 
door handle lighting, and front and rear reading lights.
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DECORATIVE ELEMENTS 

The new FABIA dashboard, decorated with chrome details, 
such as the air ventilation and instrument panel cluster 
frames, combines aesthetics with perfect functionality.

ROOMINESS 

The knee and headroom 
in the rear raises the FABIA 

to the level of high-class cars.
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CONNECTIVITY



PARKING POSITION

The vehicle sends its location data 
to the backend server once the 

journey is completed. You can then 
find the position of your parked 

vehicle using the MyŠKODA app.

CALENDAR

With the Calendar app, designed for work-related activities, you can spend your travel time productively 
and safely. The application allows you to conveniently access and interact with your calendar while driving. 
Using the navigation button, the Calendar app will navigate you to your planned meetings. You can also 
join conference calls using a connected mobile phone. All of the content is synchronised online and linked 
to your account for seamless transition between your devices.

ŠKODA CONNECT: 
TAKE THE ONLINE 
WORLD WITH YOU

ONLINE TRAFFIC INFORMATION

With Online Traffic Information, you always get 
up-to-date information, saving you time and the 
stress of sitting in traffic jams. If enabled, the 
navigation system will automatically recalculate 
the route to arrive at the destination just in time.

Stay connected wherever you are. Being fully and permanently 
online means always having access to entertainment, information, 
and possible assistance while on the move. ŠKODA Connect is 
your gateway to a world of unlimited communication options.
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LAURA DIGITAL VOICE ASSISTANT

This online-based voice control system understands fluent sentences. Say the 
destination with natural voice input, dictate text messages, or even ask her to 
tell you a joke. The online part of Laura is ready for anything. To start fulfilling 
your wishes, simply contact her by saying “Okay, Laura!”

TRAFFICATION

The Traffication app increases your safety by providing traffic-related warnings 
from the vicinity of the vehicle. Running in the background, it alerts you if you are 
attempting to drive the wrong way down a road. Notifications are also shown in 
the event that hazard lights are activated in the radius of your vehicle.

ADDITIONAL 
CONNECTIVITY 
OPTIONS

Discover additional options and features. For example, with Laura, a digital 
voice assistant is available in your car. With the SmartLink feature, supporting 
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, the car’s infotainment system allows you 
to use your phone safely while driving. With Car Access, which is part of 
the MyŠKODA app, our partners will deliver your order directly to your car. 
You can also enhance the in-car connectivity with additional Web apps such 
as Weather, News, Digital manual, Traffication, and many more.
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SIMPLY
    CLEVER



UMBRELLA COMPARTMENT

An ingenious compartment with original ŠKODA umbrella is fitted inside the driver’s door. 
It is designed to let water drain away from the car, keeping the interior dry.

FRONT COMPARTMENT 

In the centre console compartment, which features two USB-C ports, you will also find 
a pencil holder and universal clip. It can be used for cables and other small items.

SMART ISN’T 
JUST FOR PHONES

The new FABIA comes equipped with a host 
of ideas. As the needs of the driver always come 
first, we came up with solutions that make everyday 
journeys effortless and the car a joy to drive.

USB IN THE ROOF PANEL 

Located in the roof panel at the rear-view mirror, this USB-C port 
is ideal for charging devices mounted on the windscreen.
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COMPARTMENT ON THE CENTRE TUNNEL 

The practical equipment, which will be appreciated by passengers in the rear seats, includes a spacious storage compartment on the 
centre tunnel together with a flexible cupholder. When not in use, you can fold the cupholder down and increase the storage space.

REMOVABLE CUPHOLDER 

For your drinks, a dual cupholder with Easy Open function can be placed 
on the centre console at the driver’s and passenger’s fingertips.
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 COMFORT 
   AND 
SPACE



TRAVEL COMFORT CLASS

The best tech tweaks are those that make your life easier without you even 
noticing them. We followed this motto when we designed the new FABIA. 
Everything from the smallest design details to practical function is conceived 
to make your journey truly comfortable.

KESSY 

You will quickly 
get used to the 
convenience of 

KESSY (the Keyless 
Entry, Start and exit 

SYstem), which allows 
you to lock/unlock 

your car and start the 
ignition/switch off 
the engine without 

inserting the key.

RETRACTABLE 
MIRRORS 

The automatically 
retractable external 
side-view mirrors fold in 
when the car is locked. 
This protects the 
mirrors from damage, 
especially when parking 
in a confined space, 
and you also have visual 
confirmation that you 
have locked your car. 
The driver’s side mirror 
also features a dimming 
function that prevents 
glare from the car 
behind you.
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HEATED STEERING WHEEL 

When the driver feels comfortable, then driving is safer. That’s why the equipment range for the new FABIA includes a heated steering wheel. The heating function 
can be controlled via the button on the steering wheel or via the infotainment. Choose a heating level that suits you and enjoy the journey in comfort.

HEATED WINDSCREEN 

With this handy function, you’ll never have to scrape the windscreen again. And it’s not just winter when it can be used. 
The windscreen heating, which is controlled via the infotainment, will quickly clear frost or condensation.
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PHONE BOX AND USB 

The phone box, suitable also for large display devices, creates an amplified signal 
for your mobile phone and, at the same time, wirelessly charges your device while 
driving. Two USB-C data ports located above the phone box allow you to easily 
connect and pair your external devices with the infotainment system.

JUMBO BOX AND DRINK HOLDERS 

Safely store any small electronic devices in the Jumbo Box 
in the front armrest. You can also find a 12 V socket here. 

For your drinks, there are cupholders with Easy Open 
function on the centre console.
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REAR ARMREST 

When the middle rear seat is unoccupied, the armrest 
with drink holders can be folded down.

VENTS AND USB IN THE REAR 

The vents located on the rear side of the front armrest allow rear 
passengers to easily adjust the airflow to suit them. Here you can 

also find two USB-C ports enabling mobile phone charging.
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LED READING LIGHTS 

Thanks to LED technology, rear passengers can use these powerful lamps 
without disturbing the driver. Besides, the driver can operate the rear lights 
straight from the driver seat (not shown). Interior LED reading lights front 
and rear come as part of the LED ambient package.

PANORAMIC VIEW 

Enjoy the feeling of freedom and more space above 
your head with the panoramic roof, made entirely 

of special tinted glass and guaranteeing the highest 
safety standard as well as thermal climate comfort.
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A HOME FOR EVERYTHING

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
POCKET 

Use the available space 
in the boot cleverly. 
A multifunctional 
pocket designed to stow 
clothing items and long, 
lightweight objects will 
come in handy.

NET PROGRAMME 

The set, including three nets,
will reliably prevent your

things from moving around.
Plus, you will clearly see

where you put everything.It’s always better to have your things in order. Whether it’s at your home or in your 
car. That can be easily achieved in the new FABIA. Thanks to its generous luggage 
capacity and a host of simply clever details, everything will stay in the right place.
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FLEXIBLE 
COMPARTMENT 

The flexible compartment 
fixed in the side panelling 
grooves is ideal for 
carrying flowers, small 
toys, shopping, etc. 
You can always adjust the 
size of the compartment 
to suit your current needs. 
When not in use, it can 
simply be folded away.

CAPACITY 

The luggage 
compartment of 

the new FABIA 
with a basic volume 

of 380 litres can 
be extended up 

to 1,190 litres 
by folding down 

the rear seats.
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SAFETY



TRAVEL 
ASSIST

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL

Using a radar device in the front grille, in addition to its basic cruise control function, Adaptive Cruise Control (not shown) 
maintains a safe distance from vehicles in front of you. This system operates up to speeds of 210 km/h. Depending on various 
factors, Predictive Adaptive Cruise Control (shown) is also available. For more information, contact your ŠKODA partner.

ADAPTIVE LANE ASSIST 

The system is capable of keeping the car in the middle of the correct 
lane and of alerting the driver in case of deviation. It can also take 
control of the car in the event of lane changes during roadworks.

The Travel Assist system combines Adaptive Cruise Control (including Front Assist) and Adaptive 
Lane Assist functions. For maximum safety, the system must be constantly monitored by the driver. 
That’s why a capacitive steering wheel detects the driver’s tactility, providing an interactive interface 
to the system. If the driver is not engaged in driving, this behaviour is detected by the capacitive 
steering wheel. The Travel Assist system comes exclusively in combination with the Virtual Cockpit.
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SIDE ASSIST 

Using radar sensors in the rear 
bumper, Side Assist (which 

can detect other vehicles 
and harder to see objects 

like cyclists up to 70 m away) 
monitors the areas behind 
and beside your car. Based 
on the distance and speed 

of the surrounding vehicles, 
it decides whether or not it 

should warn the driver.

REAR TRAFFIC ALERT 

Using the Side Assist 
sensors in the rear bumper, 
Rear Traffic Alert helps you 

reverse safely from a parking 
space during poor visibility. 

It can even engage the 
brakes automatically if it 

detects imminent danger.

FRONT ASSIST 

The Front Assist system, using a radar device in the front grille, is designed to monitor the distance from 
the vehicle ahead, including emergency braking function. The system also includes predictive pedestrian 
protection, which warns the driver via an audio/visual signal as well as a gentle jolt of the brakes.

ADDITIONAL 
EXPERTS ON BOARD

You can encounter various things on the road. To ensure 
that the car is ready to handle all situations that may occur 
en route, additional assistants with multiple functions are 
on hand to help or fill in for the driver.
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PARK ASSIST 

Minimise the hassle of parking in tight spots with Park Assist. 
It automatically selects an appropriate parking place and safely 
parks in a row of parallel or perpendicularly parked vehicles.

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL 

Parking the car is easier and safer with the parking sensors 
integrated in the front and rear bumper, which check the 
car’s distance from any obstacles.
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MONTE 
CARLO

Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands



BLACK FRONT 
AND SIDE

The glossy black 
features such as the 
front grille frame, 
add-on part on the 
front bumper spoiler, 
door sill covers, and 
external side-view 
mirror caps are 
always accompanied 
by black brushed 
alloy wheels with 
Aero covers (optional 
17" Procyon shown).

STYLISH REAR

The rear features 
glossy black elements 

such as inscriptions 
on the 5th door 
(ŠKODA, model 

name) and diffuser. 
The car’s dynamic 

appearance is 
further accentuated 

by SunSet tinted 
windows, which also 

protect the interior 
from overheating 
in sunny weather.

The FABIA model always radiates strength and confidence. 
The FABIA MONTE CARLO design with specific black 
features results in an even more emotional expression 
and greater dynamics.

NOT TO BE MISSED 
ON ANY ROAD 

Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands



ENTER AN 
EXCLUSIVE CLUB
Stepping inside the FABIA MONTE CARLO makes you feel 
exceptional. The interior, decorated with red metallic details 
and Carbon décor, confidently parades its sporty style 
without losing any of its practicality. Plenty of attractive 
equipment for your comfort and safety, including sports 
steering wheel, instrument panel in Monte Carlo design 
(optional Virtual Cockpit shown), LED ambient lighting, and 
advanced assistance systems, also make this car fun to drive.

Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands



PEDAL COVERS

The stylish interior is complemented by sports pedal covers in alloy design.
The rubber facets on the pedals prevent your shoes from slipping.

COMFORT
AND STYLE

The interior
features front

sports seats
with integrated

headrests, which
provides maximum

driving comfort.
The specific

fabric upholstery
in black with red

and grey stripes is
complemented by

the black ceiling.
The car also comes

with front door
sill strips with

FABIA inscription
(not shown).

Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands



DESIGN 
PACKAGE
Your FABIA can gain more personality and comfort with 
the Design Package. It includes both decorative chrome 
exterior elements as well as distinctive black wheels and 
other attractive equipment.

STYLE AND PRACTICALITY

The car’s distinctive look is underlined 
with the 16" Ursus black metallic 

brushed alloy wheels and side window 
frames (bottom bars) in chrome. 

The SunSet tinted windows and door 
sill strips in the front with the FABIA 

inscription (not shown) also come 
as part of the Design Package.
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DECORATIVE DETAILS 

The chrome bars on the front and rear emphasise the car’s individuality and confident expression.
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CUSTOMISATION



The standard equipment of the Active version includes a chrome front grille frame, external 
side-view mirrors and door handles in black, tinted windows, LED headlights (basic version) 
including LED daytime running lights, centre console with 12 V socket and drink holder, 
electrically-controlled front windows, central locking with remote control, plus more.

ACTIVE

ACTIVE BLACK INTERIOR 

Black pad
Glossy black décor
Fabric upholstery
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AMBITION
The standard equipment of the Ambition version includes external side-view 
mirrors (electrically-adjustable and heated) and door handles in body colour, 
a chrome/silver package with decorative interior elements, umbrella in the 
driver door, sunglasses compartment, height-adjustable driver seat, plus more. 
The interior of the Ambition version is available in three variants.

AMBITION BLACK/BLACK INTERIOR 

Black pad
Anodized Cross décor
Fabric upholstery
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AMBITION BLACK/GREY INTERIOR 

Fabric pad 
Grey metallic décor
Fabric upholstery

AMBITION
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AMBITION
DYNAMIC

The Dynamic package includes front sports seats, a 3-spoke multifunctional 
sports steering wheel, sports pedal covers in alloy design, height-adjustable 
driver and passenger seats, plus more.

AMBITION DYNAMIC INTERIOR 

Suedia pad with stitching
Grey metallic décor
Suedia/fabric upholstery, black ceiling
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STYLE
The standard equipment of the Style version includes side window frames (bottom bars) in chrome, fog 
lamps, a small leather package (containing steering wheel, gear stick knob, and handbrake handle), LED 
ambient lighting package, Swing radio, two USB-C ports, KESSY GO (Keyless Start System), Easy Light 
Assist (automatic light switching, Coming/Leaving home), air conditioning, height-adjustable driver and 
passenger seats, plus more. The interior of the Style version is available in three variants.

STYLE BLACK/GREY INTERIOR 

Fabric pad with grey stitching
Grey metallic décor
Fabric upholstery
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STYLE BLACK/COPPER INTERIOR 

Fabric pad with copper stitching
Copper metallic décor
Fabric upholstery

STYLE
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STYLE
DYNAMIC

The Dynamic package includes front sports seats, 
a 3-spoke multifunctional sports steering wheel, 
sports pedal covers in alloy design, plus more.

STYLE DYNAMIC INTERIOR 

Suedia pad with stitching
Grey metallic décor
Suedia/fabric upholstery, black ceiling
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UPHOLSTERY

Active Black (fabric) Style Black (fabric) Style Copper (fabric)Ambition Black (fabric)
Ambition/Style Dynamic Black

(Suedia/fabric), front sports seats
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COLOURS
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WHEELS

18" LIBRA black gloss brushed alloy wheels 17" PROCYON black metallic alloy 
wheels with black Aero covers

16" PROXIMA grey metallic alloy 
wheels with black Aero covers

17" PROCYON grey metallic alloy 
wheels with black Aero covers

15" ROTARE black metallic alloy wheels16" PROXIMA silver alloy wheels with 
black Aero covers

17" PROCYON silver alloy wheels with 
black Aero covers

16" PROXIMA black metallic alloy 
wheels with black Aero covers

15" ROTARE silver alloy wheels 15" steel wheels with CALISTO covers 14" steel wheels with FLAIR covers
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ACCESSORIES



FRONT AND REAR BUMPER STRIPS – CHROMED

Chrome strips for the front and rear bumpers lend the vehicle a distinct air 
of luxury, thereby achieving a look that is both fresh and attractive.

MAKE YOUR FABIA
YOUR FABIA

Accessories aren’t just fashion fads. With ŠKODA Genuine 
Accessories, you can transform your car by expanding its 
practicality, safety, and purpose, and make it a lot more 
suitable for your specific needs.

FRONT AND REAR BUMPER STRIPS – CHROMED

Chrome strips for the front and rear bumpers lend the vehicle a distinct air
of luxury, thereby achieving a look that is both fresh and attractive.

MAKE YOUR FABIA
YOUR FABIA

Accessories aren’t just fashion fads. With ŠKODA Genuine 
Accessories, you can transform your car by expanding its
practicality, safety, and purpose, and make it a lot more 
suitable for your specific needs.
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3D DECORATIVE DOOR SILL 
FOILS

These foils can be used to enhance your 
vehicle’s aesthetics. They also protect 
the paintwork around the front door sill 
from dirt.

DECORATIVE DOOR SILL
STRIPS – STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel side door sill strips 
with FABIA inscription, which 
perfectly follow the vehicle’s 
contours, are an original feature with 
aesthetic and practical functions.

DECORATIVE DOOR SILL STRIPS WITH STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS 

Side door sill strips with stainless steel inserts are an accessory that can be used to enhance 
your vehicle’s aesthetics. They also protect the paintwork around the door sills from dirt.

3D DECORATIVE DOOR SILL 
FOILS

These foils can be used to enhance your 
vehicle’s aesthetics. They also protect
the paintwork around the front door sill 
from dirt.

DECORATIVE DOOR SILL
STRIPS – STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel side door sill strips 
with FABIA inscription, which 
perfectly follow the vehicle’s 
contours, are an original feature with 
aesthetic and practical functions.

DECORATIVE DOOR SILL STRIPS WITH STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS 

Side door sill strips with stainless steel inserts are an accessory that can be used to enhance
your vehicle’s aesthetics. They also protect the paintwork around the door sills from dirt.
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SMART HOLDER – CLOTHES
HANGER

The clothes hanger, which can be
mounted on the front seat headrests,
is an extremely practical accessory,
especially for those who travel to
work wearing a suit.

SMART HOLDER – HOOK

Handbags and backpacks don’t have
to take up space on the back seats.
Hang them from the smart holder
hook that is fixed to the front
headrests.

SMART HOLDER – MULTIMEDIA HOLDER

The holder for an external device, which can be mounted on the front seat
headrests, will definitely be appreciated by the rear seat passengers.

SMART HOLDER – CLOTHES
HANGER

The clothes hanger, which can be
mounted on the front seat headrests,
is an extremely practical accessory,
especially for those who travel to
work wearing a suit.

SMART HOLDER – HOOK

Handbags and backpacks don’t have
to take up space on the back seats.
Hang them from the smart holder
hook that is fixed to the front
headrests.

SMART HOLDER – MULTIMEDIA HOLDER

The holder for an external device, which can be mounted on the front seat
headrests, will definitely be appreciated by the rear seat passengers.
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ALL-WEATHER MAT OVER THE TUNNEL

This accessory, which is a practical addition to the rear all-weather mats, protects 
the surface of the centre tunnel from dirt on footwear worn by rear passengers.

FOOTREST “LOUNGE STEP” BLACK 2PCS

The footrest helps to protect the floor while reducing the interior noise.
Easy to remove, clean, and reuse.

PRESTIGE TEXTILE FOOT MATS – 
DOUBLE NUBUCK

They aesthetically complement the modern interior 
design and outline the footwell contours.

BIN FOR DOOR PANEL

The stylish waste bin, which perfectly fits your ŠKODA, is an elegant solution 
for dealing with rubbish in the car. It is effortless to use. The lid makes sure 
that any odour stays inside the bin along with your rubbish.

STANDARD TEXTILE FOOT MATS

The mats with non-slip surface capture dirt as well 
as moisture. They also reduce noise in the car interior 
making the ride even more comfortable.

ALL-WEATHER FOOT MATS

Thanks to their practical, smart design and 
material they optimally protect the floor 
from mud, dirt, and water. 

ALL-WEATHER MAT OVER THE TUNNEL FOOTREST “LOUNGE STEP” BLACK 2PCS

The footrest helps to protect the floor while reducing the interior noise.
Easy to remove, clean, and reuse.

PRESTIGE TEXTILE FOOT MATS –
DOUBLE NUBUCK

They aesthetically complement the modern interior
design and outline the footwell contours.

BIN FOR DOOR PANEL

The stylish waste bin, which perfectly fits your ŠKODA, is an elegant solution
for dealing with rubbish in the car. It is effortless to use. The lid makes sure 
that any odour stays inside the bin along with your rubbish.

STANDARD TEXTILE FOOT MATS

The mats with non-slip surface capture dirt as well
as moisture. They also reduce noise in the car interior 
making the ride even more comfortable.

ALL-WEATHER FOOT MATS

Thanks to their practical, smart design and 
material they optimally protect the floor 
from mud, dirt, and water. 
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DOUBLE-SIDED BOOT MAT

This classic example of a multipurpose accessory helps 
to keep the luggage compartment clean and prevents 
transported items and luggage from sliding around.

NETTING SYSTEM – GREY

The set of three nets is a practical and attractive accessory. 
It secures transported items in place and prevents them 

from sliding around while the vehicle is in motion.

DOUBLE-SIDED BOOT MAT

This classic example of a multipurpose accessory helps
to keep the luggage compartment clean and prevents
transported items and luggage from sliding around.

NETTING SYSTEM – GREY

The set of three nets is a practical and attractive accessory. 
It secures transported items in place and prevents them 

from sliding around while the vehicle is in motion.
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PROTECTIVE MAT
FOR THE LOADING
EDGE – WARNING ELEMENTS

This product provides optimum protection 
for the rear bumper as well as the leading 
edge. At the same time, the triangle-shaped 
stripes improve the visibility of your car. 
It can also be used in emergency situations.

BOOT DISH WITH ALU
PARTITION AND SLIDING

DIVIDING ELEMENT

If you often carry things that might dirty the 
luggage compartment, the plastic boot dish, 
which can be easily removed and washed, is 

the perfect solution. The dish can be equipped 
with an aluminium partition complemented by 

the sliding dividing element, enabling you to 
split the space according to your needs.

PROTECTIVE FOIL
FOR THE LOADING EDGE

You can protect the loading edge of 
your rear bumper with a smart strip of 
transparent film made of high-quality 
polyurethane. This PU material is highly 
resistant to scratches or rupture, thus 
preventing mechanical damage to the 
loading edge and bumper when loading 
or unloading transported items.

FLEXIBLE COMPARTMENT

The flexible compartment is especially 
handy for transporting various small 

items, including mandatory equipment.The 
compartment is fixed but flexible at the same 

time, so it is very easy to use. When not in 
use, you can simply pull it closed.

PROTECTIVE MAT
FOR THE LOADING
EDGE – WARNING ELEMENTS

This product provides optimum protection 
for the rear bumper as well as the leading 
edge. At the same time, the triangle-shaped
stripes improve the visibility of your car. 
It can also be used in emergency situations.

BOOT DISH WITH ALU
PARTITION AND SLIDING

DIVIDING ELEMENT

If you often carry things that might dirty the 
luggage compartment, the plastic boot dish, 
which can be easily removed and washed, is 

the perfect solution. The dish can be equipped 
with an aluminium partition complemented by 

the sliding dividing element, enabling you to 
split the space according to your needs.

PROTECTIVE FOIL
FOR THE LOADING EDGE

You can protect the loading edge of 
your rear bumper with a smart strip of 
transparent film made of high-quality
polyurethane. This PU material is highly 
resistant to scratches or rupture, thus
preventing mechanical damage to the
loading edge and bumper when loading 
or unloading transported items.

FLEXIBLE COMPARTMENT

The flexible compartment is especially 
handy for transporting various small 

items, including mandatory equipment.The 
compartment is fixed but flexible at the same 

time, so it is very easy to use. When not in 
use, you can simply pull it closed.
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CHILD SEATS

Each type of child safety seat from the 
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories range 
undergoes a series of rigorous tests. 
You will find seats designed for children 
up to 36 kg in our comprehensive range.

SUN SHADE – 
PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF 

This sunshade for the panoramic 
glass roof is a useful accessory all 

year round. Nevertheless, it will be 
particularly appreciated in the summer 

months when helping to protect the 
car’s interior from scorching heat.

BABY MIRROR

With the baby mirror, you will always be able 
to see what your children are up to in the 
back. By the same token, it is calming for 
children to have visual contact with you. 
The baby mirror allows you to quickly check 
on your children while maintaining full control 
of the car when driving.

NET UNDER PARCEL SHELF

The net fixed under the luggage 
compartment cover provides an additional 
space for storing lightweight objects that 

are transported separately from other 
luggage. It also neatly holds the sunshade 

for the panoramic glass roof.

CHILD SEATS

Each type of child safety seat from the
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories range
undergoes a series of rigorous tests. 
You will find seats designed for children
up to 36 kg in our comprehensive range.

SUN SHADE – 
PANORAMIC GLASS ROOF 

This sunshade for the panoramic 
glass roof is a useful accessory all 

year round. Nevertheless, it will be 
particularly appreciated in the summer

months when helping to protect the 
car’s interior from scorching heat.

BABY MIRROR

With the baby mirror, you will always be able 
to see what your children are up to in the
back. By the same token, it is calming for 
children to have visual contact with you.
The baby mirror allows you to quickly check 
on your children while maintaining full control
of the car when driving.

NET UNDER PARCEL SHELF

The net fixed under the luggage 
compartment cover provides an additional 
space for storing lightweight objects that 

are transported separately from other 
luggage. It also neatly holds the sunshade 

for the panoramic glass roof.
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FRONT AND 
REAR MUD FLAPS

The front and rear mud flaps
protect the lower areas of the 
vehicle body from dirt and 
damage caused by stones and 
debris striking them. Mud flaps 
are useful especially in winter, 
when the corrosive salt that is 
spread on the roads generally 
sticks to the mud flaps rather 
than the vehicle body.

ROOF BOX – 400 LITRES

Enjoy a larger capacity and easier loading with the ŠKODA roof box, which enables you to transport up to 6 pairs of skis or 5 snowboards, 
as well as bulky luggage, pushchairs, etc., that would not fit into the boot of a fully occupied car. This lockable box features an advanced 
aerodynamic shape and UV protection, ensuring that your box will always look new. It is available in black or silver.

FRONT AND
REAR MUD FLAPS

The front and rear mud flaps
protect the lower areas of the 
vehicle body from dirt and 
damage caused by stones and
debris striking them. Mud flaps
are useful especially in winter, 
when the corrosive salt that is 
spread on the roads generally
sticks to the mud flaps rather 
than the vehicle body.

ROOF BOX – 400 LITRES

Enjoy a larger capacity and easier loading with the ŠKODA roof box, which enables you to transport up to 6 pairs of skis or 5 snowboards, 
as well as bulky luggage, pushchairs, etc., that would not fit into the boot of a fully occupied car. This lockable box features an advanced 
aerodynamic shape and UV protection, ensuring that your box will always look new. It is available in black or silver.
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LOCKABLE SKI OR SNOWBOARD RACK – SLIDE OUT

The new slide out lockable rack, which has passed ŠKODA’s rigorous load tests and safety tests, is a simple 
solution for transporting your skis or snowboard on the car roof. It can carry 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards.

LOCKABLE BICYCLE RACK

You can securely attach the lockable 
bicycle rack with aluminium profile 

onto the basic roof rack.

BICYCLE CARRIER
FOR TOW BAR

The rack is extremely sturdy, easy to fit, 
and easy to use – simply lift the bicycle up 

a little to secure it in place. It works with 
all types of tow bars and is available in 

2- and 3-bicycle variants.

LOCKABLE SKI OR SNOWBOARD RACK – SLIDE OUT

The new slide out lockable rack, which has passed ŠKODA’s rigorous load tests and safety tests, is a simple 
solution for transporting your skis or snowboard on the car roof. It can carry 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards.

LOCKABLE BICYCLE RACK

You can securely attach the lockable 
bicycle rack with aluminium profile

onto the basic roof rack.

BICYCLE CARRIER
FOR TOW BAR

The rack is extremely sturdy, easy to fit,
and easy to use – simply lift the bicycle up

a little to secure it in place. It works with
all types of tow bars and is available in

2- and 3-bicycle variants.
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WHEELS

18" LIBRA silver metallic
alloy wheel, brushed 
7J×18" ET51, 215/40 R18

16" PROXIMA anthracite metallic
alloy wheel, brushed 
6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

17" RIEGEL black metallic
alloy wheel, brushed 
7J×17" ET51, 215/45 R17

17" PROCYON anthracite metallic
alloy wheel, brushed 
7J×17" ET51, 215/45 R17

16" URSUS black metallic
alloy wheel, brushed 
6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

16" CANIS silver metallic
alloy wheel 
6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

17" RIEGEL black/red metallic 
alloy wheel 
7J×17" ET51, 215/45 R17

17" PROCYON black/red metallic 
alloy wheel 
7J×17" ET51, 215/45 R17

16" URSUS silver metallic
alloy wheel 
6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

15" HADAR black metallic
alloy wheel 
5.5J×15" ET40, 185/65 R15

17" RIEGEL silver metallic
alloy wheel 
7J×17" ET51, 215/45 R17

16" PROXIMA black metallic
alloy wheel, brushed 
6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

16" CANIS black metallic
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6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

15" HADAR silver metallic
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5.5J×15" ET40, 185/65 R15
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6J×16" ET45, 195/55 R16

15" HADAR black metallic
alloy wheel 
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17" RIEGEL silver metallic
alloy wheel
7J×17" ET51, 215/45 R17
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COVER FOR
A COMPLETE
SET OF WHEELS

This set of high-quality 
polyester wheel covers 
enables easy wheel 
transport and handling.

BOLT CAPS

Our offer includes 
decorative bolt caps 
for wheels with and 

without locking 
wheel bolts.

LOCKING 
WHEEL BOLTS

The locking wheel bolts 
supplied with a special 

adapter provide your 
vehicle with greater 

protection against the 
attempted theft 

of the wheels.

DECORATIVE 
VALVE CAPS

With tyre valve caps 
bearing the ŠKODA 

logo or ŠKODA 
Motorsport green 

emblem, your car will 
look stylish down to 

the smallest detail.

SNOW CHAINS FOR 
15"/16" WHEELS

WHEEL CARE
AND STYLE PACK

Car wheels are like shoes. No matter whether the “shoes” of your ŠKODA 
are stylish, sporty, or purely functional, our WHEEL CARE & STYLE PACK 
(wheel covers, valve caps, locking wheel bolts) offers a multitude of items 
which will make your wheels even more attractive and totally unique!

COVER FOR
A COMPLETE
SET OF WHEELS

This set of high-quality
polyester wheel covers 
enables easy wheel 
transport and handling.

BOLT CAPS

Our offer includes 
decorative bolt caps 
for wheels with and 

without locking 
wheel bolts.

adapter provide your 
vehicle with greater 

protection against the 
attempted theft 
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DECORATIVE 
VALVE CAPS

With tyre valve caps 
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logo or ŠKODA 
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emblem, your car will 
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AND STYLE PACK

Car wheels are like shoes. No matter whether the “shoes” of your ŠKODA 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS  

Body  Front brakes
Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston 
fl oating calliper

Type 5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment Rear brakes Drum brakes; 1.5 TSI: disc brakes

Turning circle diameter (m) 10.7 Clearance (mm) 138

Chassis  Luggage storage space (max. l)  

Front axle
McPherson suspension with lower triangular links 
and torsion stabiliser Without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests – upright/down 380/1,190

Rear axle Compound link crank-axle Tank capacity (l) 40

  * World harmonized light-duty vehicles test procedure. 

** According to equipment. 

( ) Applies to versions with automatic transmission.
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1.0 MPI/48 kW 1.0 MPI/59 kW 1.0 TSI/70 kW 1.0 TSI/81 kW 1.5 TSI/110 kW

Petrol engine Petrol engine Turbocharged petrol engine Turbocharged petrol engine Turbocharged petrol engine

ENGINE

Cylinders/Cubic capacity (cc) 3/999 3/999 3/999 3/999 4/1,498

Max. performance/Revs (kW/rpm) 48/5,300 59/6,300 70/5,000–5,500 81/5,500 110/5,000–6,000

Max. torque/Revs (Nm/rpm) 93/3,000–3,750 93/3,700–3,900 175/1,600–3,500 200/2,000–3,000 250/1,500–3,500

Air pollution regulation EU6AP EU6AP EU6AP EU6AP EU6AP

Fuel Petrol, RON min. 95 Petrol, RON min. 95 Petrol, RON min. 95 Petrol, RON min. 95 Petrol, RON min. 95

PERFORMANCE

Maximum speed (km/h) 172 179 193 205 225

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 15.9 15.5 10.6 10.0 (9.9) 8.0

Fuel consumption WLTP* (l/100 km)
– combined 5.0–5.5 5.0–5.5 5.0–5.6 5.0–5.7 (5.5–6.1) 5.6–6.1

CO2 emissions WLTP* (g/km)
– combined 112.9–124.5 113.3–124.2 113.3–127.3 112.8–128.4 (123.9–137.8) 127.2–137.5

POWER TRANSMISSION 

Type Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive

Transmission Manual 5-speed Manual 5-speed

WEIGHT

Kerb weight – in standard version with 75 kg driver (kg)** 1,116–1,266 1,116–1,269

Payload – incl. driver and extra equipment (kg) 404–522 404–528

Total weight (kg)** 1,509–1,609 1,509–1,609 1,538–1,660 1,561–1,680 (1,583–1,709) 1,670–1,720

Trailer load without brakes (max. kg) 550–560 550–570 570–580 580–590 (590–600) 610–620

Trailer load with brakes – 12% (max. kg) 800 800 1,000 1,100 1,200

ATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS

Body Front brakes
Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston
fl oating calliper

Type 5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment Rear brakes Drum brakes; 1.5 TSI: disc brakes

Turning circle diameter (m) 10.7 Clearance (mm) 138

Chassis Luggage storage space (max. l)

Front axle
McPherson suspension with lower triangular links
and torsion stabiliser Without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests – upright/down 380/1,190

Rear axle Compound link crank-axle Tank capacity (l) 40

 * World harmonized light-duty vehicles test procedure.

** According to equipment.

( ) Applies to versions with automatic transmission.
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Manual 5-speedManual 5-speed
Manual 6-speed Manua
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)(Automatic 7-speed DSG) Automatic 7-speed DSGc 7-spee

1,142–1,2941,142– 1,165–1,317 (1,187–1,339)1,165–1,317 (1,187–1,339) 1,220–1,364364

405–528405–5 405–528 (405–528)–528 (405–528) 420–525
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IF YOU’ VE ENJOYED READING ABOUT IT 

― IMAGINE DRIVING IT

CALL US TO ARRANGE A TEST DRIVE

Your ŠKODA partner:

0
6

/2
0

2
2

MyŠKODA APP

Enjoy full control of your car. Download 
MyŠKODA app and access all necessary 
features anytime, whether it’s driving 
data, fuel range, planning a route or even 
where you last parked.

DISCLAIMER

The information, images, and content presented in this catalogue 
(brochure) are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to 
form a part of any contract, offer, or warranty. The vehicles displayed 
are pre-series vehicles that are not an accurate representation of the 
final product. Illustrations, features, parts, colours, and equipment may 
differ from the actual production car and what can be ordered and 
provided. For more information, please contact your ŠKODA dealer.


